
Symbolic Model Checking with Sets of StatesRepresented as FormulasPer BjesseChalmers University of Technology, Swedenbjesse@cs.chalmers.seAbstract. We analyse traditional symbolic model checking [BCL+94]to isolate the operations that a representation for sets of states need tosupport and present a di�erent view, where sets of states are representedby propositional logic formulas. High level algorithms for symbolic modelchecking based on St�almarck's method are then presented, which resultsin a model checking procedure closely related to bounded model check-ing [BCC+]. Our method lifts the requirement on �nding bounds andallows intermediate minimisations of state set representations. We alsosketch how to generalise the approach to stronger logics.1 IntroductionPropositional temporal logic theorem proving is PSPACE-complete, and ofteninfeasible for industrial-size systems. Model checking is a reduction of this com-plex problem to a possibly exponential number of subproblems that hopefullyhave better characteristics.Di�erent model checking approaches achieve success with di�erent classesof systems; the suitability of a particular method is governed by the tradeo�between space complexity and the time complexity of the operations. One of themost important determining factors for the time/space ratio is the choice of setrepresentation.We will present a new view of states and sets of states where the veri�ca-tion problem is reduced to formula minimisation and tautology checking on asequence of propositional logic formulas. This approach has the advantage thatthe representation can be made very compact; some of the operations are on theother hand complex since tautology checking is coNP-complete. The time/spaceratio will therefore be very di�erent from that of many traditional model check-ing methods.The logical view of set representation has the bene�t of allowing generalisa-tions to richer logics, which for instance makes direct model checking of in�nitestate spaces possible. Our purpose in this paper is to present a di�erent angle onmodel checking, introduce the new family of representations, and demonstratesome of the possibilities.The presentation is organised as follows: In section 3 and 4 we analyse CTLmodel checking and extract requirements on representations for sets of states,



section 5 introduces the idea of encoding sets of states as propositional logic for-mulas and relates it to BDDs. Section 6 presents algorithms that use St�almarck'smethod to implement the ideas in practice, and relates the approach to boundedmodel checking. Section 7 �nally sketches how to extend the ideas to two otherlogics and the paper is concluded by some remarks about time/space tradeo�s.2 ConventionsIn�nite composition of a function f is denoted f!, where the value of f!(x)is equal to fk(x) if there is a k such that fk(x) = fk+1(x) and otherwise isunde�ned. The notation g : x 7�! e(x) means that g is a function that mapsevery x to e(x).We presume basic knowledge of �rst order logic (FOL) and propositionallogic (PROP). The propositional constants (true,false) are denoted (>;?) andsubstitution of e for every occurrence of p in � is written as �[e=p]. The size of aformula �, j�j, is the sum of the number of variable occurrences and the numberof connectives in � (> and ? therefore have size 0).We also make some use of an extension of propositional logic called quanti�edboolean formulas, QBF. This logic is propositional logic enriched with quanti�ersthat range over propositions, with the semantics of quanti�ers de�ned by9p:� � �[>=p] _ �[?=p]8p:� � �[>=p] ^ �[?=p]These identities make it possible to map any QBF formula to an equivalentpropositional logic formula.3 CTL Model checkingModel checking is the process of determining the set of states in a Kripke struc-ture that satis�es a temporal logic formula. For simplicity, our investigations arebased on computational tree logic (CTL) model checking by �xpoint computa-tions.3.1 Syntax and semanticsThe language of CTL (LCTL) is freely generated from a a �nite set of atomicstate propositions, AP , according to the following rules:x 2 LCTL if x 2 AP:x 2 LCTL if x 2 LCTLx#y 2 LCTL if # is one of the connectives _, ^ or ! and x; y 2 LCTL� x 2 LCTL if � is one of the operators AX , EX , AG or EGand x 2 LCTL� [x; y] 2 LCTL if � is one of the operators AU or EU and x; y 2 LCTL



The semantics of temporal formulas are de�ned with respect to a Kripke struc-ture that contains a set of states State, a mapping Label that takes a stateto the set of atomic propositions that label the state and a transition relationTrans � State� State.That a state s0 in a Kripke structure M satis�es the temporal formula is henceforth written as M; s0 j= . An atomic proposition p is true in a stateexactly when it is in the labelling set of the state; the semantics of compoundformulas are de�ned recursively:M; s0 j= p i� p 2 AP and p 2 Label(s0)M; s0 j= :� i� not M; s0 j= �M; s0 j= � ^  i� M; s0 j= � and M; s0 j=  M; s0 j= AX � i� for all states t such that Trans(s0; t) M; t j= �M; s0 j= EX � i� for some state t such that Trans(s0; t) M; t j= �M; s0 j= AU [�;  ] i� for all paths (s0; s1; :::);9i�0: M; si j=  ^ 8j:(0�j<i! M; si j= �)M; s0 j= EU [�;  ] i� for some path (s0; s1; :::);9i�0: M; si j=  ^ 8j:(0�j<i! M; si j= �)Disjunction, implication and the remaining temporal operators are regarded asabbreviations:� _  � :(:� ^ : )�!  � :(� ^ : )AF � � AU [>; �] \� is true in the future along all paths from s0"EF � � EU [>; �] \� is true in the future along some path from s0"AG� � :EF (:�) \� holds in all future states along all paths from s0"EG� � :AF (:�) \� holds in all future states along some path from s0"3.2 Computing models of CTL formulasWe are interested in determining the set of models � of a temporal formula �relative to a particular Kripke structure M :� = fs :M; s j= �gThe set of models for an atomic proposition is directly computable; the connec-tives correspond to set operations:� = State n�� _  = � [  � ^  = � \  �!  = (State n�) [  



Given the models for a formula �, the set of models for AX � and EX � can beconstructed by inspecting neighbouring statesEX � = fx : 9s:T rans(x; s) ^ s 2 �gAX � = fx : 8s:T rans(x; s)! s 2 �gAll of the remaining temporal operators have well-known �xpoint characterisa-tions [EC80]: AF  = �Y: _ AX YEF  = �Y: _ EX YAG = �Y: ^ AX YEG = �Y: ^ EX YAU [1 ; 2] = �Y:2 _ (1 ^AX Y )EU [1 ; 2] = �Y:2 _ (1 ^EX Y )The �xpoint operators �Y:�(Y ) and �Y:�(Y ) takes a temporal transition formula�(Y ) to a set of states. A temporal transition formula can be thought of as atemporal formula schema, i.e. a formula that is parameterised with a variableranging over other formulas. The denotation of a temporal transition formula ishence a set transformer: If Y is the only free variable in �(Y ), then� : � 7�! �[�=Y ]The �xpoint operators themselves are implicitly de�ned by�Y:�(Y ) = � i� � is the least set satisfying the equation �(�) = ��Y:�(Y ) = � i� � is the largest set satisfying the equation �(�) = �All temporal transition formulas in the �xpoint characterisations denote mono-tone set transformers [EC80]; the equations are therefore well-de�ned.Symbolic model checking The basic algorithms for �nding models for CTLformulas are uncomplicated; the tricky part is to make them scale up to industrialsize systems. A major obstacle is that the algorithms will require space linear inthe number of states if sets are represented by a straightforward enumeration.This means that systems with several hundreds of variables will have a slightchance of being veri�able. Symbolic model checking tries to get around thisproblem by instead representing sets by a necessary and su�cient criterion forbeing a member of the set. The choice of criterion and how it is encoded hasgreat impact on the class of veri�able systems.4 Operations and requirements on a representation forsets of statesPrimitive model checking operations A representation for sets of statesmust support all the operations that are needed to compute the set of models of



arbitrary CTL formulas. The description of CTL model checking indicates thatthe following operations, that we refer to as primitive model checking operations,are necessary:1. Atomic proposition model-�nding. matom(p) = p for p 2 AP2. Compound formula model construction{ Unary connective. m: : � 7�! :�{ Binary connectives. m# : (�;  ) 7�! �# for # arbitrary propositionalconnective3. Transitions operations{ mEX : � 7�! EX �{ mAX : � 7�! AX �4. Fixpoint operations. m�, m�Example 1 Given that msg and safe are atomic propositions, the �xpoint char-acterisation of AG implies that the set of models of the temporal formula msg!AG(safe) is computed bym!(matom(msg);m�(�x:m^(matom(safe);mAX(x))))E�ciency requirements A representation for sets of states must also satisfy anumber of other requirements in order to make model checking computationallyfeasible.Let us use the term \suitable" to mean \has a representation that should notbe too expensive to compute nor be too large for the sets of states that arise".Assuming p 2 AP , it is clear that a representation for sets of states must havethe following characteristics relative to a particular veri�cation problem:1. matom(p) is suitable2. m:;m#;mAX and mEX preserve suitability3. Set equality can be decided e�ciently to allow �xpoint stabilisation checking.4. Set membership can be decided e�ciently.Di�erent representations therefore have di�erent suitability for each problem.5 Encodings states and sets of states in propositionallogicAs the Kripke model M is only labelled with �nitely many propositions, we canenumerate AP as fpi : i < jAP jg and in each state de�nevalsn = (pn if M; s j= pn:pn otherwiseWe presume that each state is uniquely labelled (it is simple to modify theencodings to suit structures where this is not the case). This conveniently allows



us to identify each state s with the set of literals fvalsn : n < jAP jg; sets of statesS are represented by a propositional logic formula � that has AP as propositionsand ful�ls that s j= � i� s 2 S (1)Set equality and set membership testing corresponds to tautology checking.We assume a syntactic set transforming operator next(S) that takes a set ofpropositional logic formulas and \primes" every propositional variable. Binaryrelations on states R � State�State are de�ned by propositional logic formulas� for which it holds that their propositions come from AP [next(AP ) and thats1 [ next(s2) j= � i� R(s1; s2) (2)When we say that a set S or relation R is \de�ned by �", we mean that � is aformula that ful�ls equation 1 or 2.Given that the Kripke model M has a transition relation de�ned by � , theprimitive model checking operations for a propositional logic set representationhave very simple de�nitions: matom(p) = pm:(�) = :�m#(�;  ) = �# mEX(�) = 9t:�(s; t) ^ �(t)mAX(�) = 8t:�(s; t)! �(t)m�(f) = f!(?)m�(f) = f!(>)The next state operations mAX and mEX need to compute propositional logicformulas � that is the result of quantifying over a state s in a de�ning formula.This translates to nested boolean quanti�cations over the atomic propositionsp0; p1 : : : in AP 9s:�(s) � 9p0:9p1 : : : 9pn:�8s:�(s) � 8p0:8p1 : : :8pn:�These QBF formulas can in turn be mapped to pure propositional logic formu-las as described in section 2. A quanti�cation of a state variable is thereforeequivalent to jAP j boolean quanti�er eliminations on the de�ning formulas.Both the �xpoint operations m� and m� take a formula transformer f as anargument, and use it to compute the �xpoint f!(�) of a sequence of formulas �nwith �0 = � and �n+1 = f(�n). The equality under consideration here is logicalequivalence, which means thatf!(�) = �k i� k is the smallest number such that j= �k+1 $ �k



All sets that are generated during the model checking can therefore be en-coded as formulas. There are two essentially di�erent ways of representing setssymbolically, both bearing simple relations to the de�ning formulas. Each ofthese representations have special strengths and weaknesses.Semantic representation A simple representation for the de�ned sets is toencode the truth table of the propositional logic formulas. The encoding mustbe clever as the size of a truth table is exponential in the number of atomicpropositions; representation size can therefore be lowered signi�cantly by optingfor a decision graph rather than a table.Binary decision diagrams(BDDs) [Bry86] are examples of such an encodingthat also demand canonicity in order to turn equivalence checking of representedformulas into an O(1) operation. The canonicity requirement consists of �xingan ordering of the variables; which particular ordering that is chosen has a largeimpact on the representation size.BDDs have many good characteristics, and often allow model checking ofstate spaces that are surprisingly large. A design with 100 boolean variables(2100 states) has a good chance of being within the reach of the technology.However, it is not hard to �nd problems where the BDD representations growtoo large even for relatively small circuits; for example, multipliers of greaterwidth than 16 bits seem impossible to verify monolithically with BDDs.Direct formula representation Canonicity makes equivalence checking cheap,but can cause representations to explode. For certain systems non-canonical rep-resentations are therefore preferable.An obvious, non-canonical representation for the sets de�ned by proposi-tional logic formulas are the formulas themselves. Basing the representation onthe actual formulas means that we choose a syntactic theorem-proving inspiredapproach to set encoding. There are many possible bene�ts to this view:{ Many sets with enormous BDD representations for any variable orderinghave tractable formula representations{ Variable ordering is unnecessary{ The number of variables is less critical than for BDDs as tautology checkersroutinely handle formulas with thousands of variables{ We can draw from the experience of the propositional logic theorem provingcommunityThe naive implementations of the primitive model checking operations willhowever be space ine�cient asjm#(�;  )j � j�j+ j jjmAX;EX(�)j � j�j � 2jAP jSpecial algorithms that select su�ciently small formula representatives are clearlyneeded.



It is also necessary to be able to decide set equality e�ciently; any set can berepresented by in�nitely many equivalent formulas which means that set equalitychecking must be done by propositional logic theorem proving. This is a coNPcomplete problem, so it is unlikely that equality can be e�ciently decided forany two sets. However, the choice of theorem prover and the particular formulaswill govern the tractability of each case.To summarise, we will at a bare minimum need the following operations forthe implementation of practical propositional-logic based model checking:{ A tautology checker that is e�cient for many of the formulas that arise inpractice.{ A mechanism for minimising formulas.6 St�almarck's method for symbolic model checkingSt�almarck's method [St�a89] is a proof procedure for propositional logic, thathas been industrially successful. It is remarkably pro�cient at tautology checkingfor many very large formulas that arise in practice.We will in this section present how St�almarck's method can be used to im-plement the necessary operations on the formula representation e�ciently. Onlythe parts of the proof system that are necessary for understanding the algo-rithms will be presented; readers interested in further information are referredto Sheeran and St�almarck's tutorial [SS98].6.1 Formula representationSt�almarck's method represents a propositional logic formula as a set of triplesand a set of literal identi�ers. Each triple in : r1 # r2 is formed from an identi�er,a connective and two references; each literal identi�er in : l is formed from anidenti�er and a negated or unnegated formula variable. References are negatedor unnegated identi�ers.The triple set that represents a given formula can be seen as the abstractsyntax tree (AST) of the formula, with an identi�er allocated to each internalnode and formula literal; each subformula is hence denoted by a unique identi�er.The AST root itop is called the top identi�er.Given that we denote the set of triples that correspond to a given formulaTriple and the set of literals Lit, the set of entities under considerations inthe proof is Entity = Triple [ Lit [ Bool (special use is made of the twopropositional constants ?;>). Each entity corresponds to a truth constant ora subformula. The size ordering on subformulas induce an ordering on entities;this allows de�nition of min(e1; e2) and max(e1; e2).



6.2 Equivalence checkingAt any stage of a proof, each e 2 Entity is in a unique equivalence class [e] whichcan be considered to be the set of entities that at the moment are assumed tohave the same truth value as e. We refer to the equivalence classes and the set ofentities under consideration as the system. A singular system is a system where[e] = feg for all entities e; the representing system for �, repr(�), is the singularsystem that results from triplifying � according to some reasonable strategy.All proofs proceed by refutation; the proof procedure tries to derive a con-tradiction from an representing system which has been augmented by merging[itop] and [?].Example 1 The system that is used to prove the formula :a^b! b_c containsthe set of entitiesfi1 : :a; i2 : b; i3 : c; i4 : i1 ^ i2; i5 : i2 _ i3; i6 : i4 ! i5; >; ?gand the following equivalence classes:ffi1g; fi2g; fi3g; fi4g; fi5g; fi6;?g; f>ggInference rules are applied to the given system in order to propagate semanticinformation; every successful rule application merges at least two equivalenceclasses. A proof has been reached when [?] = [>]; a system that satis�es thiscondition is called explicitly contradictory.The inference rules comes in two varieties:{ Simple rules, that uses information on the truth value of ii, ij or ik for atriple ii : ij # ik to derive new information according to the semantics of theconnective #. As an example, if [ij ] = [>] and # is the disjunction operator,one of the simple rules will merge [ii] and [>].{ The Dilemma rule, that case splits over the truth value of a triple and addsthe information that was derivable under both the assumption that the triplewas false and under the assumption that the triple was true to the originalsystem.Exhaustive application of simple rules to a set of triples until no new equiva-lence classes can be merged is called 0-saturation. This operation is linear in thenumber of entities, and is therefore very cheap.1-saturation is the process of in turn applying the Dilemma rule to each en-tity in a set with an internal 0-saturation in each branch. Only one assumptionhas been made at all times; hence the name 1-saturation. Analogously (n+1)-saturation can be de�ned in terms of n-saturation.Every tautology can be shown to have a degree of hardness, a minimum sat-uration level that is needed to arrive at an explicitly contradictory system fromthe augmented representing system. The complexity of n-saturation is exponen-tial in n. However, a very large class of formulas that arise in formal veri�cationturn out to have a hardness degree of 0 or 1. The power of St�almarck's methodis that the proof search is done in such a way that a proof for a formula with alow degree of hardness is found quickly.



6.3 Formula minimisationSo, St�almarck's method is in practice very e�cient when it comes to �ndingproofs for large formulas. But can the proof procedure also do formula minimi-sation?A completed k-saturation without any initial assumptions on the truth valueof itop results in a system where the equivalence classes contain entities thatmust have the same truth value in all interpretations that satis�es the formula.This information can under certain conditions be used to simplify the system byremoving entities.We de�ne two entities e1 and e2 in a system sys to be k-discoverable asequivalent, denoted equiv(k; sys; e1; e2), if k-saturation without assumptions re-sults in a system that not is explicitly contradictory and that also ful�ls thatfe1; e2g � eq for some equivalence class eq. We also assume the existenceof an operation subst(sys; e1; e2) that overwrites all the systems references tomax(e1; e2) with references to min(e1; e2), removes unconnected triples and lit-erals and returns the corresponding singular system.Theorem 1 Given that sys is a representing system for a formula � and that theentities e1 and e2 correspond to subformulas s1 and s2, the system subst(sys; e1; e2)is equivalent to sys if one of the following conditions hold:{ e1 and e2 are propagation equivalent, which means that equiv(0; sys; e1; e2).{ e1 and e2 are k-taut equivalent, which means that both equiv(k; repr(�); e1; e2)and equiv(k; repr(:�); e1; e2).{ e1 and e2 are k-context equivalent, which means that if s1 and s2 are thesubformulas corresponding to e1 and e2, it holds that equiv(k; sys; e1; e2) andj= subst(sys; e1; e2)! (s1 $ s2).Proof. Assume that M j= sys for some interpretation M , and that e1 and e2are k-discoverable for some k. As entity equivalences discovered without anyassumptions hold in all interpretations that satis�es sys, e1 and e2 have the sametruth value in M . The system that results from overwriting max(e1; e2) withmin(e1; e2) is therefore also satis�ed by M . But neither resetting of equivalenceclasses (sys is singular) nor removal of unconnected triples can a�ect satisfaction.Therefore j= sys! subst(sys; e1; e2).It is clear that all propagation equivalences are k-taut equivalences as sys is arepresenting (singular) system for � and we have made no assumptions on truthvalues of subformulas; 0-saturation therefore only propagates information frompropositional constant leaves. This entails that the resulting equivalences aretautological. Furthermore, k-taut equivalence trivially implies k-context equiv-alence. Now assume that M j= subst(sys; e1; e2) and that both e1 and e2 arek-context equivalent. We must show that M j= sys. We know that s1 and s2 areassigned the same truth value by M as j= subst(sys; e1; e2) ! (s1 $ s2). Thevaluation tree corresponding to subst(sys; e1; e2) can therefore be converted to



a valuation tree for sys by replacing min(s1; s2) with max(s1; s2) in appropriateplaces. Consequently j= subst(sys; e1; e2)! sys. utWe refer to the following minimisation algorithm as m-reduce1:1. Find all pairs of m-equivalent entities in the system.2. If the system was discovered to be explicitly contradictory during the searchfor m-equivalent entities, the system is equivalent to ?. Stop.3. Otherwise use the subst operator to iteratively reduce the system using them-equivalent entity pairs (ei; ej) in an order that respects decreasing absolutevalue of jeij � jej j. Stop.The resulting equivalent system will be smaller if at least one of the m-equivalentpairs contained entities of di�ering size. It is furthermore clear that the propo-sitions of the resulting formula are a subset of the propositions of the originalformula.By choosing an appropriate notion of equivalence in step 1, we choose howmuch work we want to spend on compacting the representation. 0-saturation isa linear algorithm, which makes propagation equivalences easy to �nd. Whenthe resulting compaction not is enough, the algorithms that use higher degreesof saturation can be applied; they have higher complexity but can �nd moreremovable subformulas. 1-saturation is for example guaranteed to �nd all sharedsubformulas [Har96].6.4 The connective operators m#, m:It is su�cient to consider the binary connectives (:� � � ! ? and ? can beencoded as a system only containing ?).We refer to the following algorithm that takes two given systems S1 and S2and builds a composite system under an operator # as the m-fuse algorithm:1. m-reduce S1 and S22. Build a new system S with the following characteristics{ Lit contains the literals that occur in the formulas represented by S1and S2.{ Triple is the union of the sets of triples in S1 and S2 after triple identi�ershave been changed to preserve uniqueness and literal references havebeen adjusted to be consistent with Lit.{ The top triple of S is itop : i1# i2, where i1 and i2 are the triples thatcorrespond to the old top triples of S1 and S2.{ [e] = feg for all entities e in S.1 m is either \propagation", \k-taut" or \k-context"



6.5 Boolean quanti�cation for mAX,mEXWe implement boolean quanti�cation by using the identity�p:� � �[>=p] @ �[?=p]for � quanti�er and @ either the disjunction and conjunction operator (see sec-tion 2). The substitution operations is simple to express using subst; the operatorapplication is implemented by m-fusing.We refer to the following algorithm as m-quantify :1. Make two copies, sys1 and sys2, of the current formula system.2. Construct res1 = subst(sys1;>; p) and res2 = subst(sys2;?; p)3. m-fuse res1 and res2 under @Our main concern is to stop the representation from growing too much as eachboolean quanti�cation without minimisation potentially doubles the formulasize. The use of m-fuse will guarantee m-minimisation, and the systems will bein good position for reductions as at least two formula leaves are propositionalconstants.6.6 DiscussionE�ciency The presented algorithms will work well when the representationsize can be kept within bounds using low degrees of saturation, and the formulasthat arise during a veri�cation are easy so that �xpoint termination can bedetermined.However, if it is too hard to detect that a �xpoint has been reached, themodel checker can just continue iterating and building new formulas (logicallyequivalent to the old); paradoxically the hardness degree of a formula can some-times be reduced by building another, more redundant representation. Hardnessof a formula can also be decreased by adding special subformulas that preservesthe semantics [SB98]. Which formulas to add seems to be hard to deduce ingeneral, but some heuristic could be possible as we are interested in formulasthat arise in a particular way.One indication that formula hardness not should be a general problem is thefact that experiments with bounded model checking using St�almarck's method(see next subsection) have generated formulas that are tractable even though theinvestigated systems have been very hard to verify with traditional methods.The algorithms that have been presented in this section are primitive andcan be re�ned and optimised. Minimisations can for example be done moreoften than the algorithms suggest (we have here minimised at least once in eachprimitive operation), or only when strictly needed. Algorithm complexity willhowever always be dominated by the cost of k-saturating, an algorithm that isO(n2k+1) for n formula size; the remaining parts of the presented algorithms arelinear.Bounded model checking Embedding model checking in propositional logicis not a novel idea; a very promising approach to linear time temporal logic



(LTL) model checking is that taken by Ed Clarke and his colleagues [BCC+] intheir work on bounded model checking.The main idea of bounded model checking (BMC) is to generate a singlepropositional logic formula that de�nes the set of length k paths that satis-�es the temporal formula according to a suitably modi�ed semantics. A testfor PROP satis�ability is therefore enough to prove temporal satisfaction forbounded length paths. It turns out that there is always a �nite k such that sat-is�ability for length k paths is necessary and su�cient to infer that there existsan in�nite path that satis�es the temporal formula. A troublesome aspect of thebounded model checking approach is that a bound on k must be determined toguarantee that bounded satis�ability is equivalent to general satis�ability.We, on the other hand, generate a sequence of formulas �k that analogouslyde�nes the set of states that satis�es a CTL temporal formula for k steps forward.The logical �xpoint of this sequence de�nes the set of states that satis�es thetemporal property with respect to the standard semantics. Rather than produc-ing a single, monolithic formula, however, we have the opportunity of minimisingand using domain speci�c knowledge to guide the process inbetween each step.We can also avoid the issue of �nding bounds on k since theorem proving is usedto detect that a �xpoint has been reached.Bounded model checking is closely related to our approach. We have howeverarrived at a similar solution by considering how sets rather than paths can berepresented using logical formulas, which among other things means that wecould avoid having to prove that a bound k really exists (we have only changedthe representation of sets).The experimental data presented for bounded model checking is encouraging,and suggests that embeddings into propositional logic can be very good forsystems that are hard for BDDs. We believe that the fact that our approach canavoid reasoning about bounds, and that we have the possibility to do internalminimisation when the formulas grow too much could be very useful.7 Other logicsUp to now, we have been considering a representation that encodes a set as apropositional logic formula. But we are not forced to use propositional logic; anyother logic of equal or greater strength is a possible candidate.For stronger logics it is actually often possible to embed a model checkingproblem as a single formula that directly expresses the temporal property accord-ing to the normal formula semantics. We maintain that there are many bene�tsto solving a number of smaller subproblems generated by �xpoint calculationsrather than approaching the problem monolithically and relinquishing all con-trol to the theorem prover. If a �xpoint approach is taken, the model checkingprocess is divided up into many steps; inbetween each step the process can beguided and the formulas transformed.



We will briey illustrate the bene�ts of some other logics by discussing howe�ciency could be improved by using QBF, and by indicating how FOL couldallow model checking of more complex state spaces.7.1 Quanti�ed boolean formulasSet representation in QBF might at �rst not seem any di�erent from set repre-sentation in PROP as there exists a simple translation between the two logics.The translation is however superpolynomial, so we can gain e�ciency by allow-ing boolean quanti�ers at the formula level throughout the process: For example,we can sidestep having to immediately fold out the quanti�ers, which in somecases avoids generation of huge formulas.Consider a formula � $ �, where � contains a large number of booleanquanti�ers. Syntactic comparison on the QBF level alone is enough to deducethat the formula is a tautology. However, if we are �rst obliged to transform theQBF formula into an equivalent PROP formula, a large amount of simpli�cationwould be necessary to keep the formula size under control.QBF-level reasoning can also be used to move quanti�ers around before amapping to PROP is done. One example of this would be to push in quanti�ersas far as possible by an anti-prenex transformation, or to reduce quanti�ers in adi�erent order than inside out. In this way existing PROP provers can be usedas back-ends for QBF theorem proving.We do not know of any dedicated QBF theorem provers, but any FOL proverthat has special support for quanti�cations over �nite domains is also capableof QBF level reasoning: Given that � is a quanti�er and that x not is free in�, the QBF formula �p:� can be mapped to an equivalent �nite domain FOLformula �x 2 f0; 1g:�[(x = 1)=p].7.2 A simple use of �rst order logicAs opposed to propositional logic, �rst order logic is expressible enough to de�neany recursively enumerable set. Given that k 2 Z and ix is an element of a�nite set of integer variables IVar, this makes its possible to model check Kripkestructures labelled with both ordinary atomic propositions and statements ofthe form ix = k. We de�ne an an extension to CTL, called iCTL, based on suchextended Kripke structures:In each state s, each p 2 AP is true or false and each i 2 IVar has an integervalue. The atoms of iCTL, AP 0, areAP [ fin = k : n < jIVarj ; k 2 Zg [ fin = im : n;m < jIVarjgCompound iCTL formula semantics are de�ned by a straight forward extensionof the CTL semantics.Given an extended Kripke structure M , we de�ne in each state sivalsn = k i� M; s j= in = k



For convenience we again assume that the states are uniquely labelled, andidentify the state s with the setfvalsn : n < jVarjg [ fivalsn : n < jIVarjgUnder the assumption that � = f:(i = j) : i; j 2 Z; i 6= jg, sets of statesS are now representable by �rst order logic formulas � that have propositionsfrom AP 0, variables from IVar and for which it holds thats 2 S i� s; � j= �The set � serves as an axiomatisation of equality over integer constants. Binaryrelations can analogously be represented with formulas, just as in section 5.No new operations are needed for iCTL model checking; matom, m:, m#,mAX , mEX , m� and m� su�ce. All of the operations, with the exception of thetransition operators, can be de�ned in the same spirit as for CTL.The problem with the transition operators is now that quanti�cation over astate will result in quanti�ers that both range over propositions and variables.Boolean quanti�ers can be handled as before but the quanti�ers that range overinteger variables are not expandable as their domains are in�nite. However, aswe will use a �rst order logic theorem prover, these quanti�ers can be left in tobe removed by uni�cation.To implement iCTL in practice, both a minimiser and theorem prover forFOL is needed. One candidate for such a system would be the FOL extensionto St�almarck's method [Lun99], with the algorithms of section 6 lifted to �rstorder logic.7.3 And more....There is no need to stop at simple equalities as we did in the case of iCTL. Oncethe step has been taken to �rst order logic for set representation, any operationsthat are needed such as addition or complex conjugation can be axiomatised.Special logics such as monadic �rst order logic, Presburger arithmetic andPROP + �nite domain arithmetic can also be the foundations for model checkingtools with di�erent characteristics, applicable to yet other kinds of systems. Thee�ciency of the underlying theorem prover and minimiser is really the onlylimiting factor.8 ConclusionsMany di�erent trade-o�s can be made between representation size and the com-plexity of primitive model checking operations. Table 1 contains a number ofapproaches to veri�cation of temporal logic speci�cations together with the com-plexity of operations relative to the size of the generated problem(s). Each ofthe veri�cation methods has its own time/space complexity characteristic, and istherefore preferable for certain systems. For example, enumeration-based model



Veri�cation approach Complexity of operations RemarksEnumeration PolynomialBDD �xpoint calculations Variable ordering NP-hardBMC Single NP/coNP-complete problemPROP �xpoint calculations coNP-complete subproblemsQBF �xpoint calculations PSPACE-complete subproblemsFOL �xpoint calculations Possibly undecidable subproblems In�nite state space possibleTemporal logic theorem proving Single PSPACE-complete problemTable 1. Some approaches to veri�cation of temporal logic speci�cationschecking has very simple primitive model checking operations but requires alinear amount of memory in the size of the represented sets. BDD based sym-bolic model checking require operations of medium complexity, but can representmany sets compactly.The aim of this paper has been to present a new family of model checkingalgorithms with di�erent tradeo�s, and to demonstrate some bene�ts of a the-orem proving approach to an e�cient method of temporal logic theorem proving.The next step will be to implement the algorithms we have described in-side Prover, a commercial tool based on St�almarcks method, and investigatewhat systems the approach is suitable for. We are eager to compare results withbounded model checking and investigate how the generalisations to other logicswork out in practice.References[BCC+] A. Biere, A. Cimatti, E. Clarke, M. Fujita, and Y. Zhu. Symbolic ModelChecking Using SAT Procedures Instead of BDDs. Submitted to TACAS'99.[BCL+94] Jerry Burch, Edmund Clarke, David Long, Kenneth McMillan, and DavidDill. Symbolic Model Checking for Sequential Circuit Veri�cation. Trans-actions on Computer-Aided Design of Iintegrated Circuit and Systems,13(4):401{423, April 1994.[Bry86] R. E. Bryant. Graph-Based Algorithms for Boolean Function Manipulation.IEEE Transactions on Computers, C-35, August 1986.[EC80] E. A. Emerson and E.M. Clarke. Characterizing Correctness Properties ofParallel Programs Using Fixpoints. In Automata, Languages and Program-ming, volume 85 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pages 169{181, July1980.[Har96] John Harrison. The St�almarck method as a HOL derived rule. In TheoremProving in Higher Order Logics, number 1125 in Lecture Notes In ComputerScience, pages 221{234. Springer Verlag, 1996.[Lun99] Lars Lundgren. St�almarck's method in �rst order logic. Master's thesis,Chalmers technical university, Dept. of Computing Science, 1999.[SB98] Mary Sheeran and Arne Bor�alv. How to Prove Properties of RecursivelyDe�ned Circuits using St�almarck's Method. In Mary Sheeran and Bern-hard M�oller, editors, Workshop on Formal Techniques for Hardware and
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